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prediction of orthodontic extrusive forces. The dynamic stress-strain relationship and its effects upon the
performance of the maxillary arches was studied by the finite element method. Two different orthodontic
forces were considered: the pure extrusive force (10 N) and the pure endorque force (5 N), applied upon
two different bracket bonding positions of an upper first premolar. The stress-strain relationship for the
periodontal tissues was also studied, and it was noted that peak stresses beneath the bracket were present
during the early stages of loading. The results demonstrate that major differences were observed in the

stress-strain responses of the periodontal tissues. Such differences occurred even when the dynamics of the
two forces were comparable. The stresses generated beneath the bracket were found to be related to the

bracket bonding position. = p, -5*l + 31*p - 30*p = 8 for l. -
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Category:Lennar DigitalNew video footage shows the
moment that two firefighters and a policeman came to the

aid of a distressed small mammal in Lower Beaconsfield - on
the very same day that Britain voted to leave the EU. The

footage, obtained by Bucks Herald, shows the Good
Samaritans tackling the toadlet which was found splashed in

the road at around 6.30pm. Leading the charge is retired
firefighter Mike Trefalt - who told Bucks Herald: “It was on

the verge of the road and just looked like it had gotten caught
up in the deluge. I had been driving past and thought I would
ask them if they needed any help. "It was a terrible condition
and I think it had been there for a couple of days. “I went for

a run in the afternoon and I told my wife about it and we
decided to have a go." Brave: Firefighter Mike Trefalt with
the toadlet he saved. (Image: Bucks Herald) In the video Mr
Trefalt picks up the toadlet and carries it away. A spokesman

for the RSPCA added: "We are so grateful to Mike for
helping us get the toadlet out of the road. We'll be calling on

him and the family to come forward and thank them." Mr
Trefalt's actions are in support of the RSPCA campaign of

‘saving the toadlet’, which asks everyone to: “Take action on
the toadlet! Every little helps. Every pound counts.” The

RSPCA worked with the Bucks Herald on the story to bring
toadlet awareness. The spokesman said: "Often we are asked
to respond to the surprise and shock, when in fact there is a

simple way to help, so if you see a toadlet that needs rescuing
in your local area, then please ring 101, or approach a
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